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PROFORM Sarl

Interview with Christian Gand, Managing Director of PROFORM Sarl

Constant progress
A new technology introduced in one sector can often stimulate innovation in another. A
brilliant example for cross-fertilizing technological advances is provided by PROFORM Sarl.
The privately owned French company specializes in production equipment for confectionery. When developing a novel approach to candy processing, it also looks to see whether
this can be used for other applications such as chewing gum or liquorice, too – and is thus
making constant progress.

PROFORM production machinery is built to provide efficient solutions for manufacturers and their marketing needs: here, at cooling tunnel output, the simultaneous
production of four flavours and colours of soft chew candy

Four functions in one machine streamline the entire production process and ensure
a finer end product for soft or chewy candies, toffee and caramel

Based in Hangenbieten in north-

and has customers in over 40

processing, for instance, may

Gand. “A chewing gum line can-

eastern France, PROFORM

countries worldwide.

also be suitable for chewing gum

not produce liquorice, of course.

equipment,” says Mr. Gand. “This

But it can easily be adapted to

develops, manufactures and
installs machinery and complete,

Based on its technological exper-

way, we are constantly making

new shapes or sizes.” The com-

turnkey processing lines for the

tise in confectionery equipment,

progress.” PROFORM installs

pany is focused on sustainable,

confectionery and pharmaceutical

PROFORM is constantly develop-

completely new equipment and

solid growth. “The market has sig-

industries. The company offers a

ing new application markets. “We

provides modernization and up-

nificant potential for development,

wide variety of custom-engineered

have just entered the pasta and

grading services. “Our machinery

both in Europe and worldwide,”

production solutions for chewing

animal feed sectors by adapting

is very flexible,” explains Mr.

concludes Mr. Gand.

and bubble gum, soft, chewy and

existing machinery,” states Man-

hard candy, toffee and caramel,

aging Director Christian Gand.

biscuits, cookies and crackers,

PROFORM generally adapts its

liquorice and fruit gums as well as

equipment to individual customer

for pharmaceuticals and chemi-

demands – an approach which

cals. PROFORM was established

often leads to technological in-

in 1995. Today, the company

novations in one area which are

employs 24 people, turns over

then applied to another. “A new

between six and eight million EUR

technology introduced in candy
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PROFORM Sarl

Route de Holtzheim
67980 Hangenbieten
France
 +33 388 965000
 +33 388 965040
 info@proform-france.com
 www.proform-france.com
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Somaschini S.p.A.

Interview with Dr. Andrea Scanavini, CEO Somaschini North America and Business Development Director at Somaschini S.p.A.

Quality and quantity in harmony
Superior product quality generally goes along with small production quantities. However
as order volumes increase, quality is often compromised. The Italian company Somaschini
S.p.A. is proof that high production volumes and excellent product quality are not mutually
exclusive. The family-managed enterprise with a rich manufacturing tradition dating back to
the early 1920s delivers first-rate, mass-produced gears for demanding customers in Europe
and North America.

Somaschini is one of the major

oped new markets, especially in

Italian manufacturers of gear

the automotive sector. “We started

systems for the automotive sec-

manufacturing gear systems for

tor, textile machines, machine

commercial vehicles,” states Dr.

tools, robotics, and other indus-

Scanavini.

trial applications. The company’s

From left: CEO Gianfranco Somaschini, President Alberto Somaschini and Dr. Andrea
Scanavini, CEO Somaschini North America

product portfolio is comprised of

Since its entry into the vehicle

cylindrical gears, beveloid gears,

market, Somaschini has devel-

scissor gears and bevel gears, as

oped at a constant rate to become

well as complete gear assemblies

one of the leading providers of

and spindles for machine tools.

quality gear solutions in Italy. Due

Somaschini is rich in tradition and

to its strong, sustained growth in

was founded in Milan in 1922.

the automotive sector, part of the

In 1942, the company relocated

automotive-related activities were

to Trescore Balneario in the Ital-

transferred to an independent

ian province of Bergamo. In the

subsidiary, Somaschini Automotive

1950s, Somaschini started to

S.r.l., in 2007. The next milestone

specialize in gears of exceptional

in the company’s dynamic evolve-

quality. “In the early years, our

ment is marked by the year 2012

main customer markets were

when the Italian gear expert set up

manufacturers of textile machines

an overseas operation in the USA:

and tool-making equipment,”

Somaschini North America LLC.

explains Dr. Andrea Scanavini,

Today, the group employs a total of

CEO Somaschini North America

260 people, including 185 at the

and Somaschini Group Business

main production plant in Trescore

Development Director. “These sec-

Balneario, which fabricates gears

tors required relatively small quanSomaschini Automotive is the group’s independent subsidiary for all automotive
transmission products
EUROPEAN

business

tities but particularly high quality.”
In the 1990s, Somaschini devel-
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Somaschini S.p.A.

››› Interview with Dr. Andrea Scanavini, CEO Somaschini North America and Business Development Director at Somaschini S.p.A.
Somaschini S.p.A.

Via Nazionale 37
24069 Trescore Balneario
(BG)
Italy
 +39 035 4256811
 +39 035 942742
 info@somaschini.com
 www.somaschini.com

Based in the northern Italian province of Bergamo, Somaschini is a leading manufacturer of gear systems

and transmissions for all non-

Somaschini has annual revenues

manufacturer distinguishes itself

During the economic crisis in

automotive applications, 45 at So-

of 65 million EUR and ships the

by its close customer proximity

2008/2009, Somaschini suf-

maschini Automotive in Entratico

great majority of its quality gear

at an international level. Another

fered from a loss in revenue of

for all automotive products and

systems abroad. “The domestic

success factor is the company’s

35%. Since 2010, however, the

30 at Somaschini North America

market accounts for only 3% of

family management. “Our group

company has taken up its growth

in South Bend, Indiana, which is

our group’s overall sales,” says

is owned and managed by the

path again. “Today, our sales are

also focused on gear systems for

Dr. Scanavini. “A quarter goes to

third generation of the Somaschini

significantly higher than before

the vehicle industry. The develop-

the USA, and the rest to Western

family, which is a guarantee for

the crisis hit,” says Dr. Scanavini.

ment of the automotive market

Europe.” To further expand its

stability and reliability,” states Dr.

“Since 2008, our turnover has

meant a complete reorientation

international market presence, So-

Scanavini, who joined Somaschini

more than doubled.” Within the

of the production philosophy for

maschini is thinking about going

in 2008 to advance the gGroup’s

next five years, Somaschini wants

Somaschini. “We progressed from

east. “It is a feasible option for us

international business develop-

to achieve 100 million EUR in an-

being a low-volume, high-quality

to export to Asia, particularly to the

ment. “The company has a very

nual revenues. For this purpose,

manufacturer to become a high-

fast-evolving automotive industry

sound financial basis and a long-

Somaschini plans to double its

volume, high-quality supplier,”

in China,” explains Dr. Scanavini.

term orientation which is geared

investment in the USA. “We will

Dr. Scanavini describes the major

In addition to offering superior

towards sustainable growth and

invest a total of 16 million EUR

change in strategy.

product quality, the Italian gear

development.”

in Somaschini North America to
grow our production capacity to
more than 800,000 gears per
year for the rapidly developing
American heavy-duty truck market,” explains Dr. Scanavini. “Our
US manufacturing subsidiary has
recently been certified according
to the ISO TS 16949 standard,
which is another guarantee of
the highest product quality. Our
goal is to continue the internationalization process which we
started in 2007 and build a global
reputation as a reliable, quality

Somaschini North America in Indiana produces high-quality gear systems for automotive applications
EUROPEAN
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supplier.”
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Covestro A/S (Nordic)

Interview with Kim Harnow Klausen, CEO of Covestro A/S

Innovation and sustainability
Advanced polymers and high-performance plastics have taken over in many areas where previously metals or other materials held sway. Thanks to modern formulations and manufacturing methods, they can offer similar or superior levels of strength, rigidity and flexibility but
at greatly reduced weight. Covestro A/S (Nordic) is currently making blades with its polyurethane alternative to epoxy or polyester resins in the manufacture of wind turbine blades.
Covestro A/S (Nordic)
Kronborgvej 24
5450 Otterup
Denmark

 +45 6393 9393
 +45 6393 9399
 dk.info@covestro.com
 www.covestro.dk

A production trial for a 40 m turbine blade

Scientist Niels Bomholt operates one of Covestro’s pouring
machines

“Wind turbine blades are usually

The company itself has just under-

solutions,” insists Mr. Klausen.

materials and solutions that will

made from epoxy resin or unsatu-

gone a major change. Previously

“We refuse to take on projects with

satisfy the need for strength of the

rated polyesters,” explains CEO

known as Bayer MaterialScience,

a negative environmental impact

bigger, more powerful turbines

Kim Harnow Klausen. “We have

it now operates under the Covestro

but are more than happy to invest

currently being designed. We have

developed a polyurethane-based

name while remaining a 100%

in finding solutions that improve

to reduce the costs per kilowatt

infusion resin that offers many

subsidiary of chemicals giant

environmental performance.” A

hour of wind energy to make it a

technical and economic advan-

Covestro AG. Covestro supplies

good example is a project carried

truly sustainable alternative energy

tages, and we are in the phase of

key industries around the world

out in cooperation with the Danish

source.” The Danish operation is

introducing it to the market. It is a

with raw materials for premium

window manufacturer Ideal Com-

heavily involved in innovation. “In

completely new market for polyu-

polyurethane foam in both its

bi. “We were asked to come up

addition to wind energy, we are

rethane and a departure for us

flexible and rigid forms. It also

with a solution for the world’s best

also looking into insulation, low-

and for the wind turbine market.

produces high-performance poly-

insulating window frame, and after

energy building solutions, electri-

Worldwide the wind energy market

carbonates as well as speciality

two and a half years in develop-

cal encapsulation and PUR Pul-

is growing 9% per year, which

chemicals for coatings, adhesives

ment, we provided the solution,”

trusion,” says Mr. Klausen. “We

makes it a very interesting market

and films. “In all of our activities,

says Mr. Klausen. “Our challenge

expect innovations in these areas

for us.”

we stand for one thing: sustainable

in the wind industry is to find new

to drive growth in the future.”

EUROPEAN
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Danfoss Semco A/S

Interview with Tom Bjerg Lauritzen, General Manager of Danfoss Semco A/S

Leading the way
in fire protection
The global charity organization Mercy Ship operates a fleet of hospital ships to bring hospitals and free healthcare to regions where clean water, electricity and healthcare are limited
or non-existent. A new 37,000 GRT hospital ship is currently being built that will have six
operating theatres, an intensive care unit, laboratory, pharmacy and 154 patient beds. Mercy
Ship selected the high-pressure water mist system from Danfoss Semco A/S to protect the
ship. The system from the Danish specialist safeguards the hospital, the sleeping quarters
and the engine room.
Danfoss Semco was established in

“Specialized in fixed fire protec-

2006 by a joint venture between

tion systems, we have two target

Danfoss and Semco, the Danish

markets, marine and land,” ex-

specialist in fixed fire protec-

plains Mr. Lauritzen. “We are well

tion for ships, which has been

established in the marine market,

operating in this market for more

our traditional market, with a track

than 50 years. “The expertise

record of ships protected by our

of Semco in the marine market

systems, from service vessels and

and the excellent connections of

container ships though to tankers,

Danfoss in the land market made

hospital ships or cruise liners and

the joint venture a win-win situ-

the offshore sector. We are a lead-

ation for both parties involved,”

ing brand in fire fighting technolo-

says Managing Director Tom Bjerg

gies such as CO2 for cargo holds

Protected by a Danfoss Semco high-pressure water mist system, the new Mercy Ship
hospital ship with six operating theatres and 154 patient beds

Lauritzen. Today, the company

and engine rooms, and we are es-

systems, water mist requires con-

more than 25 years of experience in

is part of the family-owned Dan-

pecially well-known for our safe and

siderably less water, smaller water

water mist technology, and we are

foss Group with a staff of 24,000

cost-effective water mist system. In

tanks and pipes and keeps water

continually improving the system.”

worldwide.

contrast with conventional sprinkler

damage at a minimum. We have

Proven on sea and on land, the prize-winning, high-performance water mist system
of Danfoss Semco
EUROPEAN

business
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With a range of almost 100 nozzles, Danfoss Semco can design systems for any
type of application
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Danfoss Semco A/S

››› Interview with Tom Bjerg Lauritzen, General Manager of Danfoss Semco A/S
Danfoss Semco A/S
Middelfartvej 9
5000 Odense C
Denmark

 +45 7488 7800
 +45 7488 7801
 fireprotection@danfoss-semco.com
 www.danfoss-semco.com

Danfoss Semco is successful in the

directly in China,” concludes Mr.

land market, too, protecting public

Lauritzen. “Our worldwide sales

buildings, hospitals, universities,

are organized in Denmark, mainly

hotels, shopping centers and more.

to Europe and the Middle East. We

“For example, we protected the

see enormous potential in the land

famous television tower in Berlin

market, especially for our water

and its rotating restaurant on the

mist systems. While the technology

top floor,” states Mr. Lauritzen. “We

is standard in the marine market,

placed our pumps in the basement

we are pioneers in the land market.

and pump water 360 m up to the

We are world leaders for high-

restaurant. Something that would

pressure water mist systems for

be impossible with a traditional

the hospital segment with two of

sprinkler system.”

the largest installations in the world
in Holland and Denmark. Our

The Danish specialist generates

customers are builders and archi-

95% of its turnover in foreign mar-

tects, who appreciate the cost and

kets. “We have a production site

environmental benefits of our water

in China active for the land market

mist systems.”

❙

Meeting the strictest quality and safety standards, inside view of the production
facilities of Danfoss Semco at Odense

and for marketing the products

“Produktprisen 2015” for the new SEM-SAFE®Bilge nozzle awarded by the Confederation of Danish Industry for superior customer-focused products
EUROPEAN
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Low-pressure CO2 system for engine rooms and cargo holds on large vessels
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Margheriti Piante di Margheriti Enzo e David s.s.
Interview with Enzo Margheriti, General Manager of Margheriti Piante di Margheriti Enzo e David s.s.

A blooming business
Tuscany is blessed with an extraordinary natural beauty. People from all over the world
rave about its rolling hills, olive groves and cypress trees. Tuscany has an extremely varied
landscape as it is surrounded by both mountains and sea. Apart from the famous hilly landscapes, it hosts forests, wetlands, the Mediterranean Macchia, mountains and plains. Tuscany’s beauty has always fascinated people. Margheriti Piante di Margheriti Enzo e David s.s., a
well-known Tuscan nursery, not only offers typical Tuscan plants and trees; it shows extraordinary passion when it comes to authentic Tuscan plants, trees and shrubs.

Two generations sharing a passion for plants: Enzo, David and Alberto Margheriti

More than 2,600 different plants are cultivated on 300 ha

Margheriti Piante has always been

sion into his profession. In 1969,

There are olive trees, carob trees,

demand. More and more commu-

driven by a passion for plants. Its

he founded Margheriti Piante and

cypresses, lemon trees, orange

nities prefer mature plants that do

founder Enzo Margheriti was born

started with the cultivation of typi-

trees, roses, palm trees, ferns,

not need much time to look beau-

in Chiusi, a stunning area between

cal Tuscan plants requiring little

little shrubs and huge trees up

tiful. We constantly need to adapt

Tuscany and Umbria. “I have al-

water. Step by step, he broadened

to 12 m. Customers can choose

to these customer needs. We are

ways been fascinated by gardens

the product range. He visited bo-

between tropical fruit trees and

a nursery with great flexibility, and

and nature,” stresses Mr. Margh-

tanical gardens in many countries,

vines, succulents and perennials,

we continuously evolve our range.

eriti. “I was born in the country-

always on the quest for new spe-

trees and conifers. “We have such

Many plants are capable of adapt-

side, and living in harmony with

cies that could easily adapt to the

a broad variety of different species

ing to our climate, which is a great

nature has always been extremely

Tuscan climate.

that it is hard to list them all,” says

benefit. Due to our special climate,

Mr. Margheriti. “We try to satisfy

we have plants from colder and

great inspiration. I always wanted

Today, Margheriti Piante stocks

the most diverse customer needs

warmer regions, and they all adapt

to look after plants and trees and

more than 2,600 different plant

regardless whether this is an an-

perfectly.”

had great respect for the environ-

species on 300 ha of cultivated

tique rose or a huge oak tree. We

ment – it was just a genuine de-

land. Although they come from

work a lot for municipalities, big

sire.” It did not come as a surprise

all over the globe, Mediterranean

hotels, resorts and architects, and

that Mr. Margheriti turned his pas-

plants make up the lion’s share.

ornamental plants are highh in

important to me. Nature is such a

EUROPEAN
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Margheriti Piante di Margheriti Enzo e David s.s.

››› Interview with Enzo Margheriti, General Manager of Margheriti Piante di Margheriti Enzo e David s.s.

Margheriti Piante di Margheriti Enzo e
David s.s.
Località Torri Chiusine
53043 Chiusi
Italy
 +39 0578 227686
 +39 0578 21411
 info@margheriti.it
 www.margheriti.it

Margheriti Piante is far away from

ket. Its services are highly sought-

offering European plants only.

after, and it is not surprising that

Highlights of the range are native

Margheriti Piante was a preferred

Australian plants such as Banksia,

partner of the Expo 2015. Today,

Acacia and Callistemon, as well

the company has 150 employees

astropical and subtropical plants;

and generates sales of almost 20

all of them adapt easily to the

million EUR. 50% of its products

Mediterranean climate. “Native

are distributed on foreign markets

Australian plants are quite popular

especially to France. Germany,

nowadays,” stresses Mr. Margheri-

Spain, Great Britain, Switzerland,

ti. “Some of them were completely

various Eastern countries, Azerbai-

unknown 30 years ago. Today, they

jan, Turkey and the Arab countries

are top sellers in many nurseries.

are also important markets. “Luck-

However, Mediterranean plants

ily, customers are looking for us,

are our most important products.

which means we do not need to

Olive trees, cypresses, oak trees

invest much in marketing,” under-

and quercus robur for instance are

lines Mr. Margheriti. The company

typical for the Mediterranean Mac-

is well-known for its expertise,

chia. These plants are used to the

integrity, hard work and the abil-

dry climate, and they are a key part

ity to manage complex projects

of the unique beauty of Tuscany. It

in short times. These will always

is a landscape with so many differ-

be key elements of the business

ent species creating a magnificent

philosophy. The next generation

atmosphere. Everything is very

of the passionate family is already

intense over here, the colours and

involved in the business and is

the scents. This is what makes

keen to take on future ventures.

Tuscany’s natural surroundings

They inherited the natural passion

exceptionally fascinating.” The

for plants – at the end of the day,

company’s outstanding passion for

the crucial driving force of the suc-

plants sets it apart from the mar-

cessful nursery.

EUROPEAN
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Margheriti Pianti cultivates mostly Mediterranean plants as well as tropical and
subtropical ones

A passion for plants has always been the driving force behind the company’s steady
development
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Jean Cacharel SA

Interview with Jean Bousquet, CEO and Founder of Jean Cacharel SA

Romantic
and feminine
For ready-to-wear fashion label Cacharel, fashion is
like a garden full of beautiful flowers just waiting to be
picked. Their myriad colours, flowing shapes and fresh
fragrance are an endless source of inspiration for the
brand’s designers in the creation of desirable collections of feminine clothing and scents. From the brightlycoloured blouses that made its name in the 1960s to
the planned opening of two Cacharel boutiques in Paris
in 2016, the brand has always managed to capture the
spirit of the times.

Company Founder Jean Bousquet surrounded by models
wearing Cacharel styles in 1968

The now iconic pink crepe blouse

ability to stay ahead of the curve

ryone who feels that they belong in

Like any brand as long-lived as

photographed by Peter Knapp for

continued into the next decade

this age group. “Cacharel stands

Cacharel, the company has ex-

the cover of the November 1963

as it launched dresses made from

for well-made, feminine designs

panded its product range gradually

issue of Elle magazine caused a

Liberty print fabrics. The colourful

that are worn by confident women

over the years. The latest addi-

sensation and soon became known

floral designs came at just the right

who like to experiment with fashion

tion is a range of shoes and bags

as “The Cacharel”. It was an early

time for the flower power genera-

without becoming a slave to the

launched this year to complete the

success for Jean Bousquet, who

tion.

trends of the day,” says CEO and

Cacharel look. One of the com-

Founder Jean Bousquet. “As a

pany’s most successful diversifica-

had started the company the previous year, but was certainly not

Prints continue to comprise an

ready-to-wear brand, we are posi-

tions came in 1978 and the launch

the last. Cacharel became known

important element in Cacharel’s

tioned between the luxury sector

of its signature perfume Anais

for its light, feminine style that

distinctive look. Its ready-to-wear

and the mass market. The brand

Anais. “I approached L’Oréal’s

perfectly captured the mood of the

collections are aimed at women

stands for high quality at afford-

swinging ‘60s. Bousquet’s unerring

aged between 25 and 40, and eve-

able prices.”

›››

Cacharel’s signature romantic
style and a flowing, feminine
design – spring/summer 1970

EUROPEAN

business
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Jean Cacharel SA

››› Interview with Jean Bousquet, CEO and Founder of
Jean Cacharel SA

Jean Cacharel SA
62, rue de Verneuil
75007 Paris
France

 +33 1 42683888
 +33 1 42683877
 sales@cacharel.fr
 www.cacharel.com

perfume department to create a
scent that embodied the Cacharel brand,” says Mr. Bousquet.
The resulting fragrance featured
white floral top notes of gardenia,
jasmine and lily of the valley over
a base of cedar and leather. The
scent perfectly encapsulated the
brand’s values and has gone on to
become the world’s biggest selling
fragrance with 125 million bottles
sold to date and a 25% share of
the company’s perfume market. Its
success was followed by Loulou in
1987, Loulou Blue in 1995, L’Eau

Cacharel spring/summer 1977 collection

d’Eden in 1996 and Noa in 1998.
With the new millennium, a new

today and in the future,” says Mr.

direction was sought, and the hus-

Bousquet. “It is a promise of new

band-and-wife design team of Su-

emotions and a new look.”

zanne Clements and Inacio Ribeiro
was brought on board in 2001 to

The opening of two Cacharel stores

rediscover the energy and creativ-

in Paris next year is expected to be

ity of the brand’s early years. This

just the start of a worldwide expan-

year, the company moved its head-

sion that will see franchise outlets

quarters and showroom to Paris’s

opened on all five continents with

famous Rive Gauche, which is

investors being sought for locations

synonymous with the artistic crea-

in Europe, Japan and the USA.

tivity and freedom of expression

Cacharel is already well known in

of Paris in the 1960s. “We see the

international markets. Its romantic

move as symbolic of our spontane-

style is fully in tune with the cur-

ous and impulsive creativity, both

rent ‘70s revival.

EUROPEAN
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Papo France SAS

Interview with Martine Schwoerer, President of Papo France SAS

Letting imaginations run free
Children’s imaginations need very little to stimulate
them. Far from needing big, expensive toys, a simple yet realistic figure of a farmyard animal is all a
child needs to transport him into a fantasy all of his
own making. Papo France SAS makes beautifully
crafted figurines of animals, dinosaurs, knights,
dragons, princesses and fairies that help children
unlock the power of their own imaginations.
Papo France SAS has been

for Papo France’s figurines is

making figurines for nearly 20

children aged from around three

years. Since it produced its first

to eight years, although older

two figures in 1997, its portfolio

children and even adults are also

has swelled to over 550 differ-

collectors, particularly of figures

ent models. “Papo creates new

of dinosaurs, which are designed

designs for its portfolio each year,

with an extraordinary attention to

taking inspiration from childhood

detail.

Papo France SAS

2, rue du Bourbonnais
91018 Evry
France
 +33 1 69110034
 +33 1 69110025
Perennial favourites: knights and
princesses

favourites such as horses and

 info@papo-france.com
 www.papo-france.com

ponies, knights and pirates,” says

Many of the figurines are por-

President Martine Schwoerer. “As

trayed in dynamic poses. “Many

Schwoerer. “This affords chil-

“This is missing from computer

well as looking back in time with

of our knights and pirates are

dren even more opportunities

games, which can only be played

our historical figures, we also have

modelled in such a way that

for imaginative play.” When the

in one way.”

a comprehensive collection of

they can stand or mount a horse

child has finished playing for the

fantasy figurines.” The figures are

or even a dragon,” says Ms.

day, the figure makes a highly at-

Almost 60% of sales are to cus-

highly tactile with extraordinarily

tractive and decorative object to

tomers abroad. The family-owned

detailed surfaces that accurately

place on a shelf. Some, such as

company has subsidiaries in Ger-

convey the texture and colour of

a spooky ghost, even glow in the

many, the UK and the US

the animal represented. They are

dark. Papo figurines are sold in

to support its network of sales

designed to last and are made

toy shops, hobby shops, depart-

agents and distributors. The in-

of high-quality materials

ment stores, museum shops and

credibly life-like and realistic fig-

that will not fade

online. The bestselling models are

ures are popular around the world,

or wear. The

its dinosaurs, horses and knights.

but there is still room for Papo

main target

The company has also introduced

France to expand. “Our main

environments such as castles,

market is Europe, but we are

farms, horse boxes and pirate

hoping to expand our export activi-

ships to accompany its figurines

ties still further,” explains Ms.

and provide even more possibili-

Schwoerer. “This means investing

ties for play. “Hands-on toys are

in merchandising at the point of

an important source of inspiration

sale and ensuring that customers

for children that allow them to be

are able to see our products on

creative,” says Ms. Schwoerer.

the shelf.”

group
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This fearsome dinosaur is
extraordinarily detailed,
both in its colouring and
the texture of its skin
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Farmers Land Food GmbH

Interview with Ralph Schulz, CEO of Farmers Land Food GmbH

Healthy, fresh and frozen
Green with spinach, apple and fennel; yellow with pineapple, mango and agave syrup; or
orange with carrot, peach and orange juice – frozen smoothies have turned into the latest
bestsellers for Farmers Land Food GmbH, combining health and innovation in a delicious cold
drink. The food producer and importer has been focusing on frozen food for almost 20 years
and has earned a sound reputation as a frozen food innovator in Germany and beyond.

Farmers Land
Food imports and
retails authentic
international frozen
food specialities,
including Asian
shrimp and French
macarons

“We have always thought about

and ginger, and I was convinced

market, with a special focus on

Last year Farmers Land Food

bringing food innovations to the

it could be a success in German

discounters and bulk consumers.

generated turnover of 24 million

market,” points out CEO Ralph

food retailing.” Mr. Schulz offered

Today, the frozen food company

EUR, and the prospects are highly

Schulz. “No doubt, good quality

the product to Aldi, the leading

operates a distribution company

promising. “Four years ago, turno-

and taste are essential prerequi-

German discount store, which

in the USA, which supplies a

ver amounted to 19 million EUR

sites in the food market, but we

promoted it during its Asia weeks.

growing number of US custom-

and has been growing ever since,”

have never underestimated the

“It became an instant success,

ers, operating quality control for

adds Mr. Schulz. “We have con-

impact of food innovation, which

and demand soared. As a conse-

all purchased food products.

tinuously expanded our portfolio

adds a new dimension to food in

quence, we got a national listing

As many frozen food products,

and have established close links

general.”

with Aldi, and soon other discount

especially fish and seafood, are

with Aldi in Germany as well as

stores and food retail chains ap-

sourced in Asia, Farmers Land

with Aldi USA and Trader Joe’s

Back in the 1990s, Mr. Schulz

proached us. This is how our suc-

Food has installed local quality

in the USA. In addition, we have

experienced excellent food in

cess story really started.”

control at production premises

become a service provider to the

overseas. “We apply high safety

fish trader Nordsee, for which we

various European countries and
could not understand why they

Since 1996, Farmers Land Food

standards throughout and employ

carry out quality management.”

were simply not available in Ger-

has been a leading name for

our own quality manager, who

Big names in food retailing like

many. “That got me thinking. I

producing and importing interna-

guarantees that all products are

Aldi and Nordsee as well as food

saw a frozen sushi product at a

tionally authentic and innovative

checked prior to shipment,” ex-

food fair, complete with wasabi

frozen food for the food retail

plains Mr. Schulz.
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Farmers Land Food GmbH

››› Interview with Ralph Schulz, CEO of Farmers Land Food GmbH

service and catering companies

last year’s Anuga in October, Farm-

smoothie first before mixing it with

food we eat. This is why innovation

are Farmers Land Food’s key cus-

ers Land Food introduced various

a small amount of apple juice. All

has become an important factor

tomers. About 90% of the portfolio

colourful smoothies that meet the

vitamins are preserved, never-

as it can open doors for a new

is frozen food, including fish and

current zeitgeist. “A smoothie com-

theless, and it is really a healthy

way of healthy eating that appeals

seafood, convenience food, des-

bines good nutrition with conveni-

convenience product,” says Mr.

to all the senses. Farmers Land

serts and cakes as well as a new

ence. People want to eat well, but

Schulz. “Our smoothies are very

Food is determined to continue

smoothie range.

they hardly have the time to cook

much in line with the trend to-

its attempts to promote fresh and

properly when they come home

wards healthy eating. Food retail-

healthy frozen food – with innova-

“About 60% of our frozen foods

from work,” stresses Mr. Schulz.

ing is well aware that the consumer

tion playing a vital role. Until today,

are fish and crustaceans, while

“This is where the smoothie comes

wants healthy and easy-to-prepare

it has successfully built up a port-

the rest comprises all kinds of des-

in. We have taken the idea to the

meals. I personally think that the

folio that is all about frozen food.

serts. We have developed scrump-

next level by introducing the frozen

pressure on food prices is just one

The new addition of healthy eating

tious mini desserts and mini cakes

smoothie.”

side of the story.”

is will earn the company many new

Most of them are offered in food

The new frozen smoothies are

Consumers want cheap food, but

retailing, but we also sell them to

available in different flavours – and

Farmers Land Food has also ob-

the food service market,” points

colours – ranging from green and

served a growing awareness for the

out Mr. Schulz. “However, we have

orange to yellow and red. The

just launched our new smoothie

company uses a special freezing

range, which will become a great

process for vegetables and fruits.

success for all parties involved.” At

“The consumer has to defrost the

that are unique in the market.

customers.

❙

Thaw, stir and enjoy – the new
colourful smoothie range is full
of flavours and vitamins

Farmers Land Food
GmbH
An der Pönt 48
40885 Ratingen
Germany

 +49 2102 740250
 +49 2102 7402519
 mail@farmersland.de
 www.farmersland.de
EUROPEAN
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blooming hotel

Interview with Hans de Vries, Director of blooming

Inspired by nature
This year, the Dutch blooming hotel celebrates its 70th birthday. Initially founded as an academy, the company added a hotel, which eventually became the focus of the business. Located in a natural setting in the dunes of Bergen on the shores of the North Sea, blooming hotel
is an inspiring place in an impressive natural setting, a green oasis for leisure and business
guests.
“Our hotel interior is totally dif-

For example, we have extra-long

ferent,” says Director Hans de

and extra-wide beds. We also have

Vries. “Nature, colour and lots of

rooms for meetings and confer-

art create an atmosphere where

ences, two restaurants, a bar and

guests immediately feel good.”

an indoor swimming pool.” Cur-

Furthermore, blooming hotel offers

rently, there are three locations:

nature inside and out. With beds

the hotel; a beach house for beach

next to floor-to-ceiling windows,

activities, meetings, conferences

guests feel like they are sleeping in

or dining, and the country estate

the open while having all the com-

Het Hof, a luxurious meeting place

fort of a hotel room. Moreover, the

focusing on private guests. Het

a little extra, but they also expect

30 large rooms and a new Het Hof

fabrics and the furniture, including

Hof has a big garden where the

little bit more, and we offer just

hotel with self-catering rooms, and

mattresses and bed covers, are

vegetables served in the hotel are

that, a special experience. We

we will offer electric vehicles as a

made from natural materials.

grown. “Our guests are gener-

want to inspire our guests through

green way of commuting between

ally between 30 and 45 years of

our genuine interest and our ef-

the locations.”

“All in all we have 128 rooms for

age, 50% leisure guests and 50%

fort to do the utmost for them. We

one to six occupants,” explains

business guests from all over the

are planning to further enhance

Mr. de Vries, “We offer rooms for

world,” states Mr. de Vries, who

the natural sensory experience by

families, couples and singles, for

is proud of the fact that 50% are

installing indoor trees, a wellness

leisure and business guests and

regular guests. “Our guests know

center and a new beach house.

we cater for all individual needs.

the world. They are willing to pay

We also plan to add a wing with

blooming view just like sleeping outside
with the comfort of a hotel room

❙

blooming hotel

Duinweg 5
1861 GL Bergen (nh)
The Netherlands
 +31 72 5820520
 +31 72 5820580
 info@blooming-hotels.com
w
 ww.weareblooming.com
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Bergbahnen
Brandnertal GmbH
Interview with Ing. Markus Comploj, Managing Director of Bergbahnen Brandnertal GmbH

Family resort
for all seasons
Located in Vorarlberg, the westernmost province of Austria, Brandnertal is a picturesque
valley surrounded by steep mountains, an enclosed valley at an altitude of 850 to 1,000 m.
A tourist resort both in winter and summer, Brandnertal is well known for its family-friendly
approach and the huge variety of facilities for children, families and nature lovers. Bergbahnen Brandnertal GmbH, the operator of the close-knit network of cable cars and lifts, is an
integral part of the offer, providing easy access to the mountains, villages, sports and leisure
facilities.

The Panorama cable car offers stunning
views of the mountains and the valley

Bergbahnen Brandnertal is a

the valley up to the alpine pas-

in the valley were united and con-

Today Bergbahnen Brandnertal

semi-public company with four

tures,” says Managing Director

nected by the Panorama cable

operates a network of 14 cable

major shareholders. The commu-

Ing. Markus Comploj. “In 1951

car, a strategic move that fuelled

cars including two new modern

nities of Brand and Bürserberg

the first cable car for guests was

growth.” So did the opening of

cable cars, one of which is the

and two private investors hold

inaugurated, followed in 1955 by

Vorarlberg’s first bike park in the

spectacular Panorama cable car,

75% of the shares. “The origins of

the first tow lift. We started afresh

valley last year. Within two years

a gondola, six chairlifts and five

the company date back to 1950,

in the middle of the 1960s and

the new park quadrupled the

tow lifts. In the winter the lifts

when the farmers in the valley

greatly increased operations. In

number of summer guests.

built a lift to bring cattle from

2006 the two parts of the ski area

EUROPEAN
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Bergbahnen
Brandnertal GmbH

››› Interview with Ing. Markus Comploj, Managing Director of Bergbahnen Brandnertal GmbH
More than 400 km of footpaths including easy rambles for children

Bergbahnen Brandnertal GmbH
Mühledörfle 2
6708 Brand
Austria

 +43 5559 2240
 +43 5559 2246
 station@brandnertal.at
 www.brandnertal.at

Brandnertal can be easily

fun and nature experiences for

reached from Switzerland and

all ages. Sustainability is another

Germany by motorway. “80% of

strength which is rapidly gain-

guests are Austrian, Swiss or Ger-

ing importance. We try to save

man,” underlines the Managing

resources by buying green power

Director. “The Swiss mainly come

exclusively and making use of

from cities in eastern Switzerland

heat recovery systems. Further

such as Zurich and Basel and

increasing the number of sum-

provide easy access to the ski

affordable accommodations. We

Germans via the A7 from as far

mer guests is the declared target

area with more than 64 km of

are also a resort for nature lovers.

north as Hamburg. We mainly

for the near future. We cooperate

well-kept ski runs at an altitude

The enclosed valley offers rich

market the resort via the tour-

closely with the museums for

of 890 to 2,000 m, including 22

fauna and flora and spectacular

ist organizations. We will further

technology and history to find new

km of ski runs for beginners, 30

panoramas which can be ex-

enhance our special strengths in

thematic paths which will attract

km for intermediate and 3 km

plored on more than 400 km of

the future, the family-friendly ap-

people to the mountains in the

designated advanced. 80% of

prepared footpaths. Nine privately

proach and the variety of sports,

summer.”

the ski runs can be covered with

operated cabins and restaurants

artificial snow, guaranteeing snow

offer excellent regional dishes

throughout the season. In the

that fully meet the growing trend

summer the lifts bring guests to

for culinary pleasures. Winter is

the sports and fun centers and to

still our main season, but mean-

the starting points of nature hikes.

while 45% of guests come in the

❙

summer. With year-round staff of
“As a family-friendly resort, we

25, up to 80 in the winter and 40

offer a wide variety of sports,

in the summer, we generate turn-

fun and nature experiences for

over of eight million EUR, seven

children and adults,” states Mr.

million of which is earned in the

Comploj. “We have special fam-

winter.”

ily hotels and a variety of other
EUROPEAN
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The new barefoot path provides sensory pleasure from gravel, sand and water
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